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The familiar concept of aesthetic subunits, when applied to breast surgery, has tended to focus on breast reconstruction with a goal of restoring skin and volume deficits. In the case of breast augmentation, the widespread use and inherent structure of implants has essentially treated the breast as a monobloc unit. The advent of autologous fat transfer has enabled novel methods for breast reconstruction and augmentation by enabling expansion of skin aesthetic subunits primarily by volume augmentation alone rather than tissue expanders or tissue flaps. Fat grafting also permits compensation for chest wall irregularities which are otherwise not addressed by conventional methods.

A simplified approach is used which essentially visualizes the breast as a superior half-cone and an inferior half dome composite structure with a central pillar supporting the nipple areolar complex that may be considered as part of the half-dome or half-cone. The entire breast sits on a chest wall subunit (superior- infraclavicular, inferior-costal margin, medial- sternum & lateral). The axillary tail may be considered as another unit.

Representative case studies are presented discussing application of this model.
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